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Course: World History Since the Fifteenth Century, Grade 12, CHY4U 

Specific Expectations Explored: 

 D2.1: Assess the impact of significant revolutions and rebellions on various societies during this 

period.

 D2.2: Assess the impact of war in various countries and/or regions during this period.

 D2.3: Assess the impact of reform movements in various countries or regions during this period.

 D3.1 Assess the impact of new social, economic, and/or political ideas on various societies 

during this period

Abstract: 

This series of lessons serves to educate Grade 12 students about the variety of revolutions and 

reformations that occurred between 1789-1900 around the world which have served to shape the 

modern era. To do this the lessons focus on the French Revolution, The American Civil War, and the 

Great Reforms of Tzar Alexander II. Lesson 1 in the set introduces students to this concept of revolution 

by introducing them to the French Revolution and providing a relatively thorough briefing on its 

historical significance. Lesson 2 builds on this knowledge and takes a more nuanced approach to 

understanding this revolution by examining the people directly involved and their individual 

perspectives. Lesson 3 turns towards Russia and the actions of Tzar Alexander II as he attempted to 

reform Russia and the consequences that resulted due to his actions. Finally, lesson four transports 

students across the ocean where students once again learn about a violent conflict within a country’s 

own borders as they examine the continuity and change brought about by the American Civil War. 

Between these four lessons and the plentiful amount of primary sources contained within them 

students will become well versed in the Historical Thinking through the lens of The Big Six Historical 

Thinking Concepts. 
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Lesson 1: French Revolution and Historical Significance 
Course: World History Since the Fifteenth Century 
Grade Level: 12U 

Time: 90 minutes 
Specific Expectations: D2.1: Assess the impact of new social, economic, and/or political 
ideas on various societies during this period 

Primary Historical Thinking Concept Explored: Historical Significance 
Secondary Historical Thinking Concept Explored: Continuity and Change 

 

Overview: Students explore the basic points of the French Revolution, critically decide 
who was significant within this historical event, and investigate the long term effects of 
this revolution. 

 

Appendices: 
 Historical Figure Printouts and Attached Blurbs (PSD 1.1)
 English Lyrics to La Marseillaise (BML 1.1)
 To Sing or Not To Sing? (BML 1.2)
 Historical Significance Exit Card (BML 1.3)
 Historical Significance PowerPoint (BML 1.4)

 
Warm Up/Hook (5 minutes): Imaginative Listening 

 Play recording of La Marseillaise (French National Anthem).
 Ask students to write they think, feel, and see when they listen to this piece of 

music.

Keep these feelings with you as we go through the lesson 
 
Discussion (20-25 minutes): Art Gallery Walk 

 There will be images of five figures from the French Revolution including 
explanations of their positions in society.

 Students will have time to walk around the room and read the character blurbs.
 They must answer: who is the most significant player in a revolution? Students 

will pick a historical figure.
 Among the people who have chosen the same answer, groups must discuss and 

analyze their source, and be prepared to share.



Modelling (25 minutes): PowerPoint 
 Teacher will tell the story of the French Revolution and will integrate a 

PowerPoint presentation as a form of UDL.
 The PowerPoint is a review and students should see it as a brief overview.
 Students should practice their note taking skills and should be encouraged not to 

write word for word, rather take point form notes that highlight the big picture.
 

Guided Practice (25 minutes): National Anthem dissection 
 Students will be given a translation of the National Anthem.
 In pairs, they must complete the worksheet.
 After students complete their paragraph, the class will come together and 

consolidate the entire anthem by sharing their understanding.
 The teacher will type up the answers and send/ print copies for students so they 

have it as a resource.
 

Sharing/ Assessment (10 minutes): Exit Card 
 Students must answer two of the following six questions which attempt to 

ameliorate historical significance
Q1: Did people are the time think the French Revolution was important? 
Explain. 
Q2: Did it affect a lot of people? Explain. 
Q3: Did it affect people deeply? Explain. 

Q4: Did it affect people for a long time? Explain. 
Q5: Does it still affect attitudes and beliefs today? Explain. 
Q6: Has the French Revolution led to other important events? Explain. 

 

Assessment 

 Assessment for learning
o Gallery Walk Discussions 
o National Anthem Worksheet 
o Exit Card 



Lesson 2: Viewing the French Revolution from Three Perspectives 
Course: World History Since the Fifteenth Century 
Grade Level: 12U 
Time: 95 Minutes 
Specific Expectations: D3.1: assess the impact of significant revolutions and rebellions 
on various societies during this period 

Primary Historical Thinking Concept Explored: Historical Perspectives 
Secondary Historical Thinking Concept Explored: 

 

Overview: Through role play and research students immerse themselves into the lives 
of the three Estates during the French Revolution to better understand the motives of 
everyone involved. 

 

Appendices: 
 Proclamation of the National Assembly 1789 (PSA 2.1)

 Maximilien Robespierre On the Festival of the Supreme Being (PSA 2.2)
 

Warm Up/Hook (10 minutes) 
 Assign one student to represent the First Estate, assign two students to represent 

the Second Estate, assign the rest of the class the role of the Third Estate.
 Open a new loaf of sliced bread, split the amount of bread into three even groups 

and distribute it to the Estates.
 Ask class if it is fair? Do they want to split it in a different way?
 Take class vote, except each estate only gets a single vote and as such the vote 

for change will be vetoed.
 Ask class if they would like to change the way votes get distributed/ is this 

current system fair.
 
Modeling (5-10 minutes) 

 Read to the class the English translation of the National Assembly’s 1789 
proclamation

 Discuss why the National Assembly believes itself to be strong enough to make 
demands of the King of France

o Possible Connection: the common people rising up against the 
establishment is similar to Brexit/Trump’s election 



Discussion (15 minutes) 
 Show class Crash Course YouTube video to refresh their memories as to what 

exactly occurred in the French Revolution. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTTvKwCylFY

 Briefly highlight the Three Estates at the videos end to ensure students fully 
understand their importance.

 

Guided Practice (30 minutes) 
 Students are broken into three groups of equal amounts and the group is then 

assigned either the First, Second, or Third Estate as a research topic
 Using a combination of their notes, the textbook, and electronic resources 

students are told to research what their Estate did during the Revolution, 
whether they wanted the French Revolution to occur, and what their lives were 
like after the monarchy was overthrown. Note a class set of Chrome Books or 
iPads allow for a more beneficial experience for students

 
Sharing / Discussing/ Teaching (15 minutes) 

 While still in their groups students are instructed to choose 1-3 representatives 
to relay their findings to the rest of the class. While these presentations are 
occurring it is important that those not in the presenting group are taking notes.

 All groups are to take a turn presenting their findings
 Questions may be asked by the audience at the end of each presentation

 

Independent Activity (15-20 minutes) 

 Students are provided with a copy of one of Robespierre’s and given time to read 
it.

 Upon completing the reading students are to discern the following:

o Which part of the population advocate for? 
o What is his opinion on the Church? 
o What is his opinion on the King? 
o What is his opinion on the common person? 
o Do you think Robespierre’s argument is convincing? 

 Should the instructor choose to do so this last reading response could be 
collected as a student’s ticket out the door.

o If the class is not keen on writing on all of these questions in order to leave 
the classroom the instructor may allow them to choose just one or two 
questions to answer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTTvKwCylFY


Assessment 

 Assessment for Learning

o Presentation of Estate research 
o Independent Activity 

 Assessment as Learning

o Students’ questioning practices after research presentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Lesson 3: The Great Reforms and Terrorism in Russia



Course: World History Since the Fifteenth Century 
Grade Level: 12U 
Time: 75 minutes 
Specific Expectations: D2.3: Assess the impact of reform movements in various 
countries or regions during this period. 

Primary Historical Thinking Concept Explored: Cause and Consequence 
 
Overview: Students investigate the causes and consequences of Tzar Alexander II’s 
Great Reforms and Terrorism in mid-1800 Russia 

 

Appendices: 
 Historical Significance PowerPoint (BLM 3.1)
 I.C.E. Chart (BLM 3.2)

 

Warm Up/Hook (10 minutes): 
 Integrate technology by asking students to look up testimonies, opinions, and 

characteristics of Tzar Alexander II. They should find primary sources
 What they believe is most notable about his time as Tzar. Ask students to put 

these ideas on the board. Students may work in pairs if they do not have 
technology (if school is able to provide smart tablets, students may use these as 
well).

 Students may want to use this source: 
http://www2.stetson.edu/~psteeves/classes/grrefsources.html#01 as it is a 
primary source of the Great Reforms. Students may explore other resources as 
well but are encouraged to find primary sources!

 

Modeling (35 minutes): 
 Teacher will share stories of Alexander II, his Great Reforms and the 

consequences that came after.
 Students should practice their note taking skills and should be encouraged not to 

write word for word, rather take point form notes that highlight the big picture.
 

Guided Practice (20 minutes): 
 Students should show illustrate relationships between event and result in mid- 

1800 Russia. Use the I.C.E. chart.
 Students should attempt to make interesting connections and compare causes 

and consequences. Students may do this in groups of 3.
 Teacher should do an example on the board.

 

Sharing/ Assessment (10 minutes): 

http://www2.stetson.edu/~psteeves/classes/grrefsources.html#01


 Display 6 questions from today’s lesson on the board. Students, in the same 
groups of 3, will receive one die. Everyone should roll the die once. Students 
must answer the question with the corresponding number.

 If a number is rolled more than once, the student may elaborate on the 
previous response or roll again.

 Response sheets will be submitted. Students would use their own paper, but one 
per group. Students can use their notes from class as well as notes from research 
at the beginning of class.

Q1: What were the reforms made by Tzar Alexander II? 
Q2: How were the consequences of Dmitri Karakozov different than Vera 
Zasulich? 

Q3: Describe Alexander II as Tzar 
Q4: What does it mean to be a member of Hell? 
Q5: What is Glasnost? 
Q6: How do you think the Emancipation Act impacted the Russian 
communities? 

 

Assessment 

 Assessment for Learning

o I.C.E. Chart 
o Response sheet from die activity 



Lesson 4: The Struggle for Racial Equality after the Civil War 
Course: World History Since the Fifteenth Century 
Grade Level: 12U 
Time: 90 minutes 
Specific Expectations: D2.2: Assess the impact of war in various countries and/or 
regions during this period. 

Primary Historical Thinking Concept Explored: Continuity and Change 
Secondary Historical Thinking Concepts Explored: Historical Perspectives, Cause and 
Consequence 

 

Overview: This lesson will ask students to formulate an opinion about the nature of the 
change occurring immediately after the Civil War in America (known as the 
Reconstruction period). Using Primary and Secondary Sources, students will evaluate if 
the Reconstruction era marked a period of Progress or Decline in Racial Equality in the 
former Confederate States. They will also consider multiple historical perspectives, 
including those of African Americans and White Southerners. 

 

Appendices: 
 Report of the Board of Education for Freedmen, Department of the Gulf (PSD 4.1)
 A Bleak Future for Freedmen (PSD 4.2)
 Southern Resistance (PSD 4.3)
 The Story of Immokalee [Florida ] (PSD 4.4)

 Instructions for Student Groups (BLM 4.1)
 
Background: Where does this lesson fit into a broader unit? 

 Students will have already learned about the causes of the American Civil War, 

and will be familiar with the battles.

 This lesson is a consolidation of their knowledge and understanding that seeks to 

place the war as a whole within in a broader context. It focuses on the aftermath 

of the war, also known as the Reconstruction Period. Students will be asked to 

evaluate if the Reconstruction Period marked a period of Progress or Decline for 

Americans.

Critical Question: Did the aftermath of the American Civil War mark a time of progress 
or decline for American Racial Equality? 

 

Where is the Wonder? (10 minutes) 

 Take out a $10 Dollar Bill. Ask the class how many times a day they look through 

their wallet to pay for something: their lunch, bus money, or to buy a movie



ticket. It is important that the Canadian Government chooses someone important 

to Canadians to put on our currency because those individuals are seen every day 

as we exchange $10 Bills. 

 Viola Desmond is going to be the New Face of the $10 bill in Canada. What did 

she do that merits her portrait on Canadian Currency?

 As a Class, watch the Heritage Minute about Viola Desmond, available via this link 

and on YouTube. https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage- 

minutes/viola-desmond

 As a class, discuss: What is Racial Equality? Was Nova Scotia in the 1940s racially 

equal?

 Have we made any progress since the 1940s to address racial inequality in 

Canada? How do we know? For example, if Viola Desmond were alive today, 

would she face the same treatment at the Movie Theatre that she did in the 

1940s?

Discussion: (15 minutes) 

 Introduce Critical Question to the Class by writing it on the board: Did the 

aftermath of the American Civil War mark a time of progress or decline for 

American Racial Equality?

 Think-Pair-Share: what is Progress and what is Decline?

 Quick review of what we know so far (from previous lessons): the Union wanted 

to end slavery. Was that progress or decline for racial equality? The Union won 

the Civil War. Would this have been a mark of progress or decline? The 

Confederate States were forced to abide by the Emancipation Proclamation. 

Today, we’re going to investigate if that really happened. Did the Confederate 

States (Southern States) play by the rules?

Guided Practice (Inquiry) (35 minutes) 

 Place students in groups of 3 or 4. Each group will choose to investigate the 

experiences of either African Americans or White Americans in the Confederate 

(Southern) States during Reconstruction. Each student will decide on their role: 

they can choose to be INVESTIGATOR 1, 2, 3 or 4. Investigators 1 and 2 will look 

at text-based sources, Investigators 3 and 4 will be watching video clips.

 Each Investigator will use different source material to investigate. The group will 

then come together and decide if the community they represent experienced a 

period of progress or decline with regards to racial equality during the 

Reconstruction Era.

https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage-minutes/viola-desmond
https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage-minutes/viola-desmond
https://www.historicacanada.ca/content/heritage-minutes/viola-desmond


 Each group will support their argument with three pieces of evidence. They will 

write/draw these on Chart Paper and then present to the class.

Sharing: (25 minutes) 

 Each Group will present their Chart Paper to the class, and present why they 

think that the Reconstruction Era represented Progress or Decline for Racial 

Equality in America for the community they investigated.

 Group Debrief: Have a short Discussion with students about the Critical Question 

(see above). Can tie this in with the legacy of racial inequality in America. Can 

connect it back to Viola Desmond and her determination to fight the injustice in 

Canada in the 1940s

Exit Card: (5 minutes) 

 Each Student will receive a post-it-note. On it, they will answer the critical 

question from the beginning of class and give two pieces of historical evidence to 

support their answer.

 Students will stick their Post-it notes to the door on the way out.

Assessment 

 Assessment for Learning

o Exit Card 

o Initial discussion question 

 Assessment as Learning

o Investigator activity 
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Callet, Antoine-Francois. Louis XVI. 1779. National Trust, Buckinghamshire, accessed December 10, 2016, 

http://artuk.org/discover/artworks/louis-xvi-17541793-king-of-france-229372. 
 

 

King Louis XVI- King Louis XVI succeeded to France’s throne in 1774 and spent the majority of his reign 

facing off against reformation attempts. He supported the Americans in their campaign to gain 

independence from Great Britain and deregulated the grain market, which lead to food scarcity. When 

examining the cause of the French Revolution many historians point to these two policies as being major 

inciting incidences to the successful revolt. 

PSD 1.1 

http://artuk.org/discover/artworks/louis-xvi-17541793-king-of-france-229372


 
 

Anonymous. Robespierre. 1790. Musee Carnavalet, Paris, accessed December 10, 2016, 

http://www.carnavalet.paris.fr/fr/collections/portrait-de-maximilien-de-robespierre-1758-1794. 
 

Maximilien Robespierre- Maximilien Robespierre was a French lawyer and politician best known for his 

outspoken support of the French Revolution and involvement in the Reign of Terror. Not only did 

Maximilien Robespierre help to set in motion the execution of King Louis XVI, but he also encouraged the 

execution of 17,000 other enemies of the revolution. When examining the cause of the French Revolution 

many historians describe Maximilien Robespierre’s legal knowledge and incorruptibility as being pivotal 

to the removal of the French Absolute Monarchy. 

http://www.carnavalet.paris.fr/fr/collections/portrait-de-maximilien-de-robespierre-1758-1794


 
 

Anonymous, Georges-Jacques Danton. 1792. Musee Carnavalet, Paris, accessed December 10, 2016, 

http://www.carnavalet.paris.fr/en/collections/portrait-de-georges-danton-1759-1794 

Georges Danton- George Danton was a key French Revolutionary leader and orator, he is often cited as 

being one of the main forces in establishing the First French Republic and over throwing the monarchy. 

He became the president of the Committee of Public Safety and was eventually executed in 1792 due in 

part to his political views. When examining the cause of the French Revolution many historians point out 

George Danton’s persuasive abilities for being instrumental in the mobilization of the common people. 

http://www.carnavalet.paris.fr/en/collections/portrait-de-georges-danton-1759-1794


 

David, Jacques-Louis. The Emperor Napoleon in his Study at the Tuileries. 1812. National Gallery of Art, 

Washington, accessed December 10, 2016, 

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/Collection/highlights/highlight46114.html. 
 

Napoleon Bonaparte- Napoleon Bonaparte was an incredibly successful military leader that quickly rose 

through the ranks of the French Army and was sent on a campaign based in Italy in 1796. When he 

returned to France in 1799 and capitalized on the political unrest, using it to become the French Emperor 

in 1804. When examining the French Revolution many historians credit Napoleon’s strong leadership as 

being largely responsible for keeping the monarchy from taking back over. 

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/Collection/highlights/highlight46114.html


 
 

Le Brun, Louise Elisabeth Vigee. Marie Antoinette with a Rose. 1783. Palace of Versailles, Versailles, 

accessed December 10, 2016, 

https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/asset/qwHgKqLoAQb9FQ. 
 

Marie Antoinette- Marie Antoinette was the wife of Louis XVI and the last Queen of France. She was the 

labeled as a symbol of excess within the kingdom and as such was the focus of many antimonarchy 

movements during the French Revolution. She was convicted of high treason and beheaded in 1793. When 

examining the cause of the French Revolution many historians lay the blame at Marie Antoinette’s feet 

since she gave the common people someone to rally against. 

https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/asset/qwHgKqLoAQb9FQ


 
 

Proclamation of the National Assembly 1789 

The Assembly, deliberating after having verified its powers, recognizes that this Assembly is already 

composed of representatives sent directly by at least ninety-six percent of the nation. 

 

Such a mass of deputies cannot remain inactive, on account of the absence of the deputies of some 
bailliages [French prefecture], or of certain classes of citizens; for the absentees, who have been 
summoned, cannot prevent those present from the full exercise of their rights, especially when the 
exercise of these rights is an imperious and pressing duty. 

 
Besides, since it belongs only to the representatives who have verified their powers, to concur in 
the formation of the national wish, and since all the representatives so verified should be in this 
Assembly, it is therefore indispensable to conclude that it belongs to it, and to it only, to interpret 
and exhibit the general will of the nation; so that between the Throne and this Assembly, there can 
exist no veto, no negative power. 

 
The Assembly therefore declares, 

 

That the common work of National Reform can, and ought to be commenced without delay by the 
Deputies present, and that they ought to pursue it without interruption, and without obstacles. 

 
The title of National Assembly is the only one befitting the Assembly in the actual situation of 
affairs, because the members composing it are the only representatives lawfully and publicly 
acknowledged and verified; because they are directly sent by almost the whole of the nation; and 
lastly, because the representation being one, and indivisible, none of the deputies chosen, in 
whatever order of class, has a right to exercise his sanctions separately from the present Assembly. 

 
The Assembly will not forego the hopes of uniting to itself all the deputies this day absent; it will not 
cease to call them to fulfill their obligation of concurring at the holding of the States-General. The 
moment the absent deputies shall present themselves in the course of the session now about to 
commence, the Assembly declares beforehand, that it will be eager to receive them, and to share 
with them, after the verification of their powers, the continuance of those important labors which 
are to procure the regeneration of France. 

 

The National Assembly determines, 
 

That the motives for the present deliberation shall be immediately drawn up, in order to be 
presented to the King and to the Nation. 

 
 
 
 

 
National Assembly, “Proclamation of the National Assembly 1789,” Emerson Kent, accessed on December 10, 

2016.         http://www.emersonkent.com/historic_documents/proclamation_national_assembly_1789.htm. 

PSA 2.1 

http://www.emersonkent.com/historic_documents/proclamation_national_assembly_1789.htm


  
 

 

Maximilien Robespierre On the Festival of the Supreme Being 
 

The day forever fortunate has arrived, which the French people have consecrated to the 
Supreme Being. Never has the world which He created offered to Him a spectacle so worthy of 
His notice. He has seen reigning on the earth tyranny, crime, and imposture. He sees at this 
moment a whole nation, grappling with all the oppressions of the human race, suspend the 
course of its heroic labors to elevate its thoughts and vows toward the great Being who has 
given it the mission it has undertaken and the strength to accomplish it. 

 

Is it not He whose immortal hand, engraving on the heart of man the code of justice and 
equality, has written there the death sentence of tyrants? Is it not He who, from the beginning 
of time, decreed for all the ages and for all peoples liberty, good faith, and justice? 

 

He did not create kings to devour the human race. He did not create priests to harness us, like 
vile animals, to the chariots of kings and to give to the world examples of baseness, pride, 
perfidy, avarice, debauchery, and falsehood. He created the universe to proclaim His power. He 
created men to help each other, to love each other mutually, and to attain to happiness by the 
way of virtue. 

 

It is He who implanted in the breast of the triumphant oppressor remorse and terror, and in the 
heart of the oppressed and innocent calmness and fortitude. It is He who impels the just man to 
hate the evil one, and the evil man to respect the just one. It is He who adorns with modesty 
the brow of beauty, to make it yet more beautiful. It is He who makes the mother's heart beat 
with tenderness and joy. It is He who bathes with delicious tears the eyes of the son pressed to 
the bosom of his mother. It is He who silences the most imperious and tender passions before 
the sublime love of the fatherland. It is He who has covered nature with charms, riches, and 
majesty. All that is good is His work, or is Himself. Evil belongs to the depraved man who 
oppresses his fellow man or suffers him to be oppressed. 

 

The Author of Nature has bound all mortals by a boundless chain of love and happiness. Perish 
the tyrants who have dared to break it! 

 

Republican Frenchmen, it is yours to purify the earth which they have soiled, and to recall to it 
the justice that they have banished! Liberty and virtue together came from the breast of 
Divinity. Neither can abide with mankind without the other. 

 

O generous People, would you triumph over all your enemies? Practice justice, and render the 
Divinity the only worship worthy of Him. O People, let us deliver ourselves today, under His 
auspices, to the just transports of a pure festivity. Tomorrow we shall return to the combat with 
vice and tyrants. We shall give to the world the example of republican virtues. And that will be 
to honor Him still. 

PSA 2.2 



The monster which the genius of kings had vomited over France has gone back into 
nothingness. May all the crimes and all the misfortunes of the world disappear with it! Armed 
in turn with the daggers of fanaticism and the poisons of atheism, kings have always conspired 
to assassinate humanity. If they are able no longer to disfigure Divinity by superstition, to 
associate it with their crimes, they try to banish it from the earth, so that they may reign there 
alone with crime. 

 

O People, fear no more their sacrilegious plots! They can no more snatch the world from the 
breast of its Author than remorse from their own hearts. Unfortunate ones, uplift your eyes 
toward heaven! Heroes of the fatherland, your generous devotion is not a brilliant madness. If 
the satellites of tyranny can assassinate you, it is not in their power entirely to destroy you. 
Man, whoever thou mayest be, thou canst still conceive high thoughts for thyself. Thou canst 
bind thy fleeting life to God, and to immortality. Let nature seize again all her splendor, and 
wisdom all her empire! The Supreme Being has not been annihilated. 

 

It is wisdom above all that our guilty enemies would drive from the republic. To wisdom alone it 
is given to strengthen the prosperity of empires. It is for her to guarantee to us the rewards of 
our courage. Let us associate wisdom, then, with all our enterprises. Let us be grave and 
discreet in all our deliberations, as men who are providing for the interests of the world. Let us 
be ardent and obstinate in our anger against conspiring tyrants, imperturbable in dangers, 
patient in labors, terrible in striking back, modest and vigilant in successes. Let us be generous 
toward the good, compassionate with the unfortunate, inexorable with the evil, just toward 
every one. Let us not count on an unmixed prosperity, and on triumphs without attacks, nor on 
all that depends on fortune or the perversity of others. Sole, but infallible guarantors of our 
independence, let us crush the impious league of kings by the grandeur of our character, even 
more than by the strength of our arms. 

 

Frenchmen, you war against kings; you are therefore worthy to honor Divinity. Being of Beings, 
Author of Nature, the brutalized slave, the vile instrument of despotism, the perfidious and 
cruel aristocrat, outrages Thee by his very invocation of Thy name. But the defenders of liberty 
can give themselves up to Thee, and rest with confidence upon Thy paternal bosom. Being of 
Beings, we need not offer to Thee unjust prayers. Thou knowest Thy creatures, proceeding 
from Thy hands. Their needs do not escape Thy notice, more than their secret thoughts. Hatred 
of bad faith and tyranny burns in our hearts, with love of justice and the fatherland. Our blood 
flows for the cause of humanity. Behold our prayer. Behold our sacrifices. Behold the worship 
we offer Thee. 

 

Robespierre- 1794 
 
 
 

Maximilien Robespierre, “Maximilien Robespierre On the Festival of the Supreme Being,” The History Place, 
accessed on December 10, 2016. http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/robespierre.htm. 

http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/robespierre.htm


  
 

Report of the Board of Education for Freedmen, Department of the Gulf 
 

The Perspective of Teachers at African American Schools in 1864 
During and after the Civil War, teachers spread throughout the South in an effort to educate 
freed black children and adults. There were many difficulties associated with starting education 
for African Americans, especially before the war ended in 1864. 

 
Instances of privation [hardship] and peril 

In a parish, some distance from New Orleans, a building was procured [obtained], an energetic 
teacher sent, scholars gathered, and the work begun. (The report) came subsequently, as 
follows: “Arrived. Went about gathering scholars [students], have forty. Did well enough till it 
rained, since then have walked three miles a day, ankle deep in thick black mud that pulls off my 
shoes. Nothing to eat but strong pork and sour bread. Insulted for being a ‘(black) teacher.’ Can’t 
buy anything on credit, and have’nt a cent of money. 
The school shed has no floor, and the rains sweep clean across it, through the places where the 
windows should be. The Provost Marshal won’t help me. Says ‘he don’t believe in (black) teachers.’ 
The children come rain or shine, plunging through the mud. Pretty picture they are.” 

 
Another class of obstacles is indicated by the following extract from the report of a country 
Teacher: 

 
“I have, in vain, attempted to form a night school. I never dared take more than two pupils, because 
some of the officers are so opposed to the instruction of negroes. One use to let his dogs loose 
after supper to but the night-scholars, till I told him I would kill them if they bit 
my pupils. A great many would come to night-school only they are afraid.” 
In Thibodeaux the school-house has been broken open, on successive nights, for months past, the 
furniture defaced, the books destroyed. Bricks have been hurled through the windows, greatly risking 
limb and life, and making general commotion. Complaint after complaint has 
not afforded relief or protection…. 

 
Characteristics of the Pupils 

The pupils, as a class, are orderly, industrious, and easily governed. They are exceedingly grateful 
for any interest and kindness shown to them. Another habitude of these colored children is their 
care of books and school furniture. The walls and fences about the colored schools are not 
defaced. From the two most prevailing and disgusting vices of school children, profanity and 
obscenity [swearing], they are singularly free. 

 

 
The Report of the Board of Education for Freedmen, Department of the Gulf, for the Year 

1864 by the U.S. Army, printed in 1865 in New Orleans, available on Google Books “African 
Americans After the Civil War Lesson Plan,” Civil War Trust, accessed December 8, 2016, 
http://www.civilwar.org/education/teachers/lesson-plans/african-americans- after-the- 
civil-war/african-americans-after-the.html. 
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“A Bleak Future for Freedmen” 

The Views of a Former Slave from Tennessee in 1865 
 

Following Tennessee’s ratification of the 13th Amendment ending slavery, a former slave 
in Nashville wrote a letter to the editor of the Weekly Anglo-African. The opinions of 
Samuel Childress were published in the November 29, 1865 edition of the weekly 
newspaper. 

 
Mr. Editor: 

 

 
You desire to know our opinions respecting the policy of the President [Andrew 
Johnson] concerning the colored race. We are not acquainted with the whole of it…. 
To 
us the prospect seems gloomy. We have no permanent homes, and we see no prospect 
of getting any. 

 
Most of us are accustomed to farm labor, and whatever skill we possess is chiefly 
in that direction. Land is dear, and few of us are able to buy it. We can hire out to our 
former masters, it may be said. It is true that we can do so to a considerate extent; but it 
is well known that the temper of our former masters had not greatly improved toward 
us. 
Is it the intention of the Government to drive us to our worst enemies to ask for 
work…? Our race has tilled this land for ages; whatever wealth has been accumulated 
in the South has been acquired mainly by our labor. The profits of it have gone to 
increase the pride and wickedness of our old masters, while we have been left in 
ignorance and Degradation. 

 
It cannot be denied that the colored race earned nearly all this property. Justice 
required that it should be paid over to the colored race who had been robbed of it. But 
what did they do with it? It has gone back again to the very hands are dripping with 
the blood of murdered prisoners, and whose cruelties cry to heaven for vengeance. 
It would seem that it was regarded as a greater crime to be black than to be a 
rebel. We think the Government ought in justice to the race to provide for their obtaining 
farms at such prices, and on such terms as would enable our people in a reasonable 
time to have a home of their own, on which they might hope to earn a living, and educate 
their Children. 

 
Samuel Childress, 1865 

 
 

“African Americans After the Civil War Lesson Plan,” Civil War Trust, accessed 
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Southern Resistance 
 

The View of Southerners against the Civil Rights Bill of 1875 
Throughout Reconstruction, Southern whites felt threatened by legislation to provide rights 
for former slaves. The Civil Rights Bill of 1875 was the last rights bill passed by Congress 
during Reconstruction. It protected all Americans’ access to public accommodations, like 
trains. This document was written in the Atlanta News on September 10, 1874 and it urged 
Southerners to resist the Civil Rights Bill. 

 
Let there be White Leagues formed in every town, village, and hamlet of the South, and let us 
organize for the great struggle which seems inevitable. If the October elections which are to 
be held at the North are favorable to radicals, the time will have arrived for us to prepare for 
the very worst. The radicalism of the Republican Party must be met by the radicalism of white 
men. We have no war to make against the United States Government, but against the 
Republican Party our hate must be unquenchable, our war interminable [endless] and 
merciless. By brute force they are endeavoring to force us into acquiescence [agreement] to 
their hideous programme. We have submitted long enough, and it is time to meet brute-force 
with brute-force. 

 
Every Southern State should swarm with White Leagues, and we should stand ready to act 
the moment Grant signs the civil-rights bill. It will not do to wait till radicalism has fettered us 
to the car of social equality before we make an effort to resist it. The signing of the bill will be 
a declaration of war against the southern whites. It is our duty to ourselves, it is our duty to 
our children, it is our duty to the white race…to take the gage of battle the moment it is 
thrown down. …It is time for use to organize. We have been temporizing [waiting to act] long 
enough. Let northern radicals understand that military supervision of southern elections and 
the civil- rights bill mean war; that war means bloodshed…. 

 

 
Source: Documentary History of Reconstruction by Walter Fleming (1907) available at 

http://www.archive.org/stream/documentaryhist02unkngoog/documentaryhist02unkngoog_djvu.t  xt 
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The Story of Immokalee [Florida] 
 

Mrs. Mary Platt was seventy-eight years old when interviewed by the WPA. She was a "real 

pioneer woman" in the words of the federal writer who interviewed her or as she expressed it 

herself: "A real genuine Florida cracker." How does Mrs. Platt justify her views about 

Reconstruction? 

 

. . . They had good hogs in those days, but when everything was demoralized during war 
days, and through the terrible days of reconstruction, many people were unable to feed 

their stock, there were no Negroes to work the farm, and "everything went to ruin." That is 
why the "native stock" of cattle and pigs was so poor in Florida. 

North Florida, where Mary's people had lived for generations, was a cattle and hog 
country. Both the planters and their slaves had all the meat they wanted, such as beef, 
pork, poultry and wild game. During the four years of the war, times were hard but the 

climax came with reconstruction when "Carpetbaggers" took control. 
Mary remembers her childhood home as one of comfort and peace. Her father owned a 

small farm which was worked by a few slaves who were well treated. There was a plentiful 
food supply such as various vegetables, peaches, pears, apples, plums and grapes in 

season, plenty of meat, both fresh and cured, and game at all times. They used to have 
turkey several times during the week, besides other birds and small game. Cane and 

sorghum cutting and boiling of syrup were festive times for both family and slaves. Things 
were different when the Civil War came on which only prepared the way for the suffering 

that followed during reconstruction. 
Asked for information on the days following the war, Mary told of how the slaves were 

declared free. Many went off, only to come back asking for food and clothing, or for money, 
of which there was none, although they understood that they no longer needed to work. 
This was where the northern politician came into the picture, forbidding the slave to work 

for his old master unless he was paid for every trifling service rendered. There was no 
money save Confederate script and not much of that. 

Slaves were encouraged to go away from the land on which they had lived. Many went 
away only to become vagrants and were guilty of misdemeanors in other localities. As 

conditions grew more desperate, so the problem of the Negro became more serious. The 
carpetbagger stirred them to lawlessness, and only the appearance of the Ku Klux Klan 
saved the women and children of the South, including the north Florida counties and the 
southern counties of Georgia, where the Burrell families and their connections had their 

properties. . . . 
Another thing of which she spoke was the absence of schools for the children. In 

reconstruction days, there were schools for the freedmen maintained by northern money, 
and pretty, young New England school marms. Children of southern families were usually 

taught at home or, in each community, families would arrange to have children meet at one 
house where the teaching was done by someone, often an old man or woman, who could 
at least give the children the three R's. "The reason why so many elderly Florida women 

have scant education" Mary said, "is due to the fact that school facilities were so meager in 
those terrible years." 

 

“The Story of Immokalee,” Library of Congress: Civil War and Reconsctruction 1861- 1877, 

accessed December 8, 2016, 

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/presentationsandactivities/presentations/timelin 

e/civilwar/recon/platte.html. 
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Black Line Masters 



  
 

E ng lis h L yrics to L a Mars eillais e (F renc h National Anthem) 
(abridged version) 

During the F rench R evolution, L a Marseillaise was sung by the revolutionaries as they fought to 
overthrow the F rench aristocracy. T oday, it is the current National Anthem in F rance. What do the 

lyrics of the song reflect about the values and beliefs of those s inging    it? 
 

Arise children of the fatherland T 
he day of glory has  arrived 
Against us tyranny's 

Bloody banner is  raised 
L is ten to the sound in the fields 
T he howling of these fearsome soldiers T 
hey are coming into our midst 
T o cut the throats of your sons and wives 
To arms citizens 
F orm your battalions 
March, march 
L et impure blood 
Water our fields 

 

What do they want this horde of s laves 
Of traitors and conspiratorial kings? 
F or whom these vile chains T 
hese long-prepared irons? 
F renchmen, for us, ah! What outrage 
What methods must be taken? 
It is  us  they dare plan 

T o return to the old s lavery! 
 

S acred love of the F atherland, S 
upport our avenging arms 
L iberty, cherished liberty 

J oin the s trugg le with your defenders 
Under our flags, let victory 
Hurry to your manly tone 
S o that in death your enemies 
S ee your triumph and our  glory! 

 

*Translation is adapted from the following  source: 
“La Marseillaise,” Wikipedia, acce ss ed December 7, 2016 , 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L  a_Marseillaise. 
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To S ing  or Not To S ing? 

T here were many communities of people living in F rance at the time of the R evolution. Which 
communities  do you think would have supported the revolution and sang La   Marseillaise? 
Which communities would have rejected the revolution and would not have sung? Using the table 
below, lis t the different communities of people and why you think    they would have 
supported or rejected L a Marseillaise. 

 

 

C ommunity 
S ang the Anthem and 

S upported the R evolution 
because….. 

R ejected the Anthem and 
opposed the R evolution 

because… 
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His toric al S ig nific anc e E xit C ard - F renc h R evolution 
 

We can determine if an event was s ignificant by asking ourselves some questions: Answer 2 out 
of the 6 questions and hand to your teacher before leaving class . S upport your thinking    with 
historical evidence. 

 

1. Did people living at the time of the F rench R evolution think that it was important? If so, how do 
you know? 

 
 
 
 

2. Did the F rench R evolution affect many people or only a small group of individuals? How do we 
know? 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Did the F rench R evolution affect people deeply? If so, how do you   know? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Did the F rench R evolution affect people for years afterwards?  If so, how do you   know? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Does the F rench R evolution s till have an affect on people's attitudes and beliefs today? If it 
does, how do  you know? 

 
 
 
 
 

6. Did the F rench R evolution lead to other important events? If so, which event(s) did it lead  to? 
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The French Revolution 



 

The beginning of modernity 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the French Revolution was 

the first to really turn the 

governing body on its head 

and start from scratch 
 
 

In France people were 

governed by local law and 

supported by local funds 

not by royal law and royal 

funds - there was no sense 

of unity. 



 

Louis XIV 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Louis XIV was the first King to become an 

absolute ruler 
 

the king is officially an absolute ruler but the 

aristocrats in their local parliaments are able to 

vote the kings laws down and they would no 

longer be applicable in their area of the country 
 

the King would sometimes not get taxes from 

areas because people were paying taxes to 

their local lord and to the church and by the 

time the king came around to collect his taxes 

there was nothing left 
 

de facto, the Kings were quite weak but Louis 

XIV understands that he has to unify the 

country because of the way wars are being 

fought 



 

Louis XIV 
 
 
 
 

Louis XIV controls the aristocrats so that they 

can no longer downplay the importance of royal 

law - he closed the Parliaments - this also 

brought about fair trials under the Kings law 

because up until this point people were being 

tried by a jury made up of their friends in the 

Parliaments so there was no fair trial 
 

he also curtailed the church - bishops are now 

appointed by the King 
 

he also re-organized the laws 
 

the people are now paying the royal tax before 

the church and the local lords 
 

Louis is doing all of these things in order to pay 

for modern, more expensive, warfare - if you 

cannot wage war then your country will crumble 



 

France & Debt 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Once Louis XIV dies France has a solid footing in 

economics - absolutism in the hands of an enlightened 

despot can be very positive 
 
 

under Louis XVI this debt becomes so large that France 

does not know how to handle it 
 
 

the French government was borrowing money and 

creating more debt in order to pay of their previous debt - 

it was a vicious cycle that they could not get out of 
 
 

the French Minister of Finance, Calonne, told Louis XVI in 

1787 that the country is bankrupt - they could not deliver 

services to the population and if they were to be attacked 

they would not be able to defend themselves 
 
 

the tensions between the estates in France continue to 

grow during this time because the government is not 

managing its finances well 



 

A divided nation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

there are three estates: the church, the aristocrats, and the commoners 
 

there was a crater standing between the aristocrats and the commoners - even though the church 

was somewhat of an equalizer the aristocrats were given higher offices than the commoners 
 

the aristocrats who are depending on the king to pay them cash in order for them to keep their 

estates’ running 
 

the church is angry with the king because they can no longer tax the population because the 

population is in a state of destitution 
 

the commoners are split into two groups 10% make up the Bourgeoisie, they would engage in 

trade and try and make money for themselves, and 90% of the commoners would have been 

peasants 
 

between 1787 and 1789 you would have masses of peasants just wandering around the city with 

no food or shelter 



 

Solution? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Louis, in a state of desperation, calls a meeting with the estates general 

and hope that these representatives will be able to create some program 

that will be able to alleviate class tensions in society 
 

 

there are 300 representatives from the church, 300 aristocrats, and 600 

commoners - some of these commoners are incredibly wealthy and very 

educated 
 

 

nobody really knows how this will affect anything because it has been 175 

years since there has been a meeting with the estates general and people 

do not know how to conduct this meeting nor do they really know what to 

discuss and they also do not know how they are going to be voting on any 

decisions - they also do not know if their decisions will be binding because 

it has been so long since a meeting like this has taken place 



Sieyes & the common 

people 
Sieyes who belongs to the aristocrats but believes that he is a representative of the commoners - 

he knows exactly what he wants to discuss and how he wants people to vote on it 
 

Sieyes wants Louis to be a constitutional monarch and for a Parliament to be established - he also 

wants there to be a change in the constitution 
 

before this meeting the voting would have proceeded in a way where each estate would vote and 

the majority of that estate would count as one vote and the same would go for the other two 

estates, however Sieye said that you voted collectively, that all 1200 people should vote 

individually 
 

Sieyes, after 5 weeks of a deadlock, declares that the estates general is now a National 

Assembly and their purpose now is to come up with a new constitution for France as a 

constitutional monarchy 
 

Sieyes realizes that his power lies in the commoners and not with the aristocrats and the king - he 

has thousands of commoners standing outside the gates of the meeting that will not let people 

leave until some sort of change comes about 
 

Sieyes is thinking that the people are at his command 



 

Moving forwards 
 
 
 
 
 
 

after Sieyes declares the National Assembly and says to meet at 

that building the next day Louis locks the building so that nobody 

can get in 
 
 

Sieyes realizes that if Louis wants to lock the building so that 

they cannot get in then they will move meeting - the National 

Assembly moved to the tennis court 
 
 

this is where the members of the National Assembly took the 

famous Tennis Court Oath in which Sieyes gets all of these 

people to swear that they are not leaving Paris until they decide 

on some sort of change 



 

What does the king do? 
 
 
 
 
 

Louis understands this as the population moving forward and he has 

to decide whether he wants to move forward with them or if he is 

going to stay behind 
 

 

so, Louis tells all of the members of the estates general that they 

have to become a member of the National Assembly - this is in July 

1789 
 

 

he understands that he has set up people that will absolve his 

position as an absolute monarch 
 

 

on July 14, 1789 the masses raze the Bastille - one of the largest 

prisons in France and levels it to the ground - this shows Louis that 

the constitutional monarchy is moving forward 



 

Brief Overview 
 
 
 
 
 

Establishing of a new constitutional monarchy 
 
 

 

Overthrow and execution of the king 
 
 

 

The introduction of a liberal republic 
 
 

 

The reign of terror ~ “Robbespierre” 
 
 

 

An unsuccessful attempt at a constitutional 

government 
 
 
 

The emergence of an emperor; Napoleon 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Great 
Reforms of 

 
 
 

Focus on: Terrorism 

Russian History  



Tzar Alexander II 

 
❖ Was a reformist 

❖ Apathetic toward the military, did not like 

obedience 

❖ Didn't care about revolution. 

❖ He didn't come to the throne with changes, or 

bold decoration about how Russia will be 

renewed. 

❖ Funnily enough, he completely transformed 

Russia. How did this happen? The 

Crimean war. The turning point of the war 

changed hearts and minds in Russia, the 

siege was brutal, many soldiers were killed 

at Sevastopol. While the British and French 

won, it was a battle of attrition and they lost 

many men. 



Glasnost 

 
❖ Alexander received official reports in the government 

that things were not going well. 

❖ Instituted a policy called glasnost - desire for the regime 

to be more open, hear more from the public, open to 

criticism. 

❖ It was not a policy, or reform, it was a word that describe 

an ethos that all were feelings during the time of 

Alexander. 



Alexander’s Reforms  

❖ Emancipation Act - Abolition of Serfdom 

❖ There is a kind of equality in Russian history for the first time - all are 

equally subject to the Tzar. Alexander realized that the freedom of the 

serfs had to go with other reforms that would help make the freedom more 

tenable and society more stable. 

❖ Zemstvo - a new form of government to take over landowner control 

❖ Elected institutions at class lines (peasants, urban dwellers, and nobility). 

On paper had considerable power locally and provincially. They met once 

a year, had permanent governing boards, were required to oversee things 

such as tax collection, maintenance of schools, hospitals, prisons and 

admin, roads and public buildings. Step in considerable local 

autonomy. 



Reform of the Courts 
 
❖ Regular predictable and fair means of adjudicating civil matters uniformly applied 

throughout Russian. They hoped this would provide and educate the public on concepts 

such as law, their rights, and faith in the government institution as  universal. 

❖ The judiciary was independent of government, judges were to be appointed for life, and the 

Tzar could not get rid of them. Trials were to be conducted in public, not to just ensure that 

the public would be witness to the fairness of the procedure, but when regular people 

participate they become educated on the legal process. 

❖ The introduction of the trial by jury. Functions were similar to European and American  (12 

jurors, needed majority). However the jury could nullify the charges against the  subject. 

❖ Cause and Consequences: the principle in a Russian jury trial was that the accuse had 

the right to a vigorous defence. An attorney could say anything in defence of the subject 

which meant you could say things in court but could not say in the middle of the street. 

They were protected from punishment. This is FREEDOM OF SPEECH. It was  

conflicting when published because new outlets had to censor what was said in the 

newspapers 



Reform of Censorship 

 
❖ Free speech! 

❖ Alexander did not abolish government censorship of political speech, but it was 

became difficult under glasnost. 

❖ The regime decided that preventative/ primary censorship was to be abolish. 

❖ Russia gets a public press! 

❖ After 1865, journals could take the risk and decide what they publish. However 

if the publication had material that the regime thought was unacceptable, the 

government could punish the publishers. 

❖ News outlets could take risks before officials could find them - and people did 

take risks. Once something is out there, it is out there and there is discussion 

and critique of the regime. 



This was all great, but… 

 
❖ Peasants were still poor, struggled to survive, hungry, high mortality rate, 

disease, illiterate, and seemed that their lives were no better off prior to the 

abolition to serfdom. 

❖ It was a reform in name, but the substance of peasant life was still the 

same. 

❖ The Nobles in the partition of lands took the best lands for themselves, 

peasants struggled to get by on poor land. 

❖ You can’t have a revolutionary movement without a class of people who are 

galvanized. 

❖ The university became the hotbed of revolutionary activity. Alexander let in 

all new class and people enter the university (i.e. working class) 



Terrorism 

 
❖ First organization in Russia founded in mid 1860’s by Nikolai Ishutin. He 

was organizing labour organization, distributed literature to students, 

and was creating a smaller conspiratorial organization within an 

organization. 

❖ The organization does all the low level none violent things, and within it, 

a few men did the true actions violence and conspiracy. 

❖ Ishutin calls the secret inner circle “hell”. Members must pledge their life 

for the cause of revolution. They must give up their identity and live 

under a false name, give up family and friends, give up marriage, and 

live with an infinite love for the country and ,feel hatred for ill will 

❖ Their main plan was to assassinate the Tzar and government officials. 



Dmitrii Karakozov 
 
❖ Was a member of Hell and took his job very seriously. 

❖ He was mentally ill - he was suicidal but thought it would be a better cause to kill 

someone else as well (martyrdom). 

❖ In 1866, takes a gun an approaches the Tzar (Alexander II) as he’s on a walk. 

Karakozov fries a pistol shot, but misses and tries to run away. The police capture 

him, the Tzar goes up to him and asks what did you want, Karakozov replies 

nothing but constantly fidgets with something in his pocket. He had morphine (to 

dull the pain), strike nine (to poison) and prussic acid (to kill). 

❖ He is arrested and taken to prison. 

❖ The Ishutin conspiracy is discovered, they all pleaded guilty and ask for mercy. 

Karakozov was the only one executed. 

❖ He was the first Russian Terrorist, a terror martyr. 



Vera Zasulich 

 
❖ Part of the “Peoples Revenge” movement - Main goal was to assassinate the 

Tzar 

❖ In 1877 July, the chief of police quarters were beating a Russian revolutionary 

prisoner. The man was of Nobel birth. 

❖ Zasulich decides to take revenge, and make the officer an example (shows what 

happens when you go against your own). 

❖ She shoots him, and wounds him but not fatally, she doesn't run because she 

wants to be imprisoned. Of all the reforms introduced, the second most important 

was the courts. 

❖ They decide to trial Vera’s assault by jury - why not use the reformed courts to 

convict this woman as an attempted murders and show the public what the 

revolutionaries are. 



Consequences of Court 
  Reforms  
❖ The trial is set for March 1878, it became one of the most popular trials. 

❖ Petr Aleksandrov was her lawyer took advantage of the court reforms. The 

defence attorney could say anything in her defence. He told a tale of government 

oppression with this “young girl” as the victim. She was previously exiled and 

treated harshly - she knew what the flogging had been through and she 

sympathized the violence done against her. 

❖ “Revenge was natural and anyone would have done it.” He argued that it was 

civic courage. The jury agreed! and she is acquitted. 

❖ This was a disaster for the Russian regime - the people thought Zasulich a 

heroine. 

❖ Revolutionaries think “this is it, this is the way forward”. Terrorism was the way 

forward. She was the patron saint of the revolution. Everyone wanted to be her! 

She was a victim acting out. 



  
 
 

 

IDE AS : *Knowing About* 

- F actual recall of basic 
information 

- G rasp of elemental concepts 

- Here you might: Define, 
describe, explain, identify, list, 
recognize 

CONNECTIONS : *Understand how 
and why* 

- Recognizing general ideas 
across different contexts 

- Demonstrating relationships 
and connections among 
concepts 

- Connecting Prior knowledge 
and experience 

- Here you might: apply, 
compare, contrast, classify, 
organize, categorize, 
distinguish,  interpret, integrate 

EXTENSIONS *Thinking Beyond* 

- Predict future outcomes 

- proposing solutions 

- justify a position 

- evaluate outcomes 

- Here you might: Develop, 
diagnose, evaluate, 
extrapolate, judge, predict 

Tzar Alexander II was a reformist 
who transformed Russia. 

- Instituted a policy called 
 Glasnost, desire for the regime 
to be more open, hear more 
from the public, open to 
criticism. was less of a policy 
and more of an empathetic 
word he embodied 

- Abolished serfdom 

- New form of government 

- R eformed the court’s  system 

- Reformed censorship 

- At this point, he had changed 
a lot, but the people weren’t 
feeling the effects. The people 
wanted to abolish aristocracy 

- The people realized that 
terrorism was a way to make 
change rather than social and 
political activism. 
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Instructions for Group Investigating African-Americans’ experience: 
 

Step 1: Divide roles up and investigate different pieces of evidence. 
 

INVESTIGATOR 1: 
Read through the following Document (PSD 4.1) and answer the following questions. 

1. From the report, what are some of the challenges facing African American teachers? 
2. Do you think going to school would have been a positive experience for African 

American students in the Southern States in 1864? 
 

INVESTIGATOR 2: 
Read through the following Document (PSD 4.2) and answer the following questions: 

1. Why does the author describe his future as “gloomy?” 
2. What does the author suggest as a solution for his dilemma? 

 
INVESTIGATOR 3: 
Watch the video clip from the History Channel Documentary “Aftershock” from 0:00-2:27 and 
answer the following questions. It can be found at this 
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIC8ifQlDVY *note: there is a disclaimer at the 
beginning of the video: it contains depictions of violence and offensive, but historically accurate 
racial epithets. 

1. By 1866, was the Emancipation Proclamation embraced or rejected by White 
Southerners? 

2. According to one historian, what is the “operative word” to describe the Reconstruction 
Period in the South? Why do you think he chose that word? 

 
INVESTIGATOR 4: 
Watch the video clip from the History Channel Documentary “Blood and Glory: The Civil War in 
Color” and answer the following questions. It can be found at this link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEKiw7LPvw 

1. What challenges did former slaves face during the Reconstruction Period? 
2. What Amendments were made to the American Constitution during the Reconstruction Era 

to help address these challenges? 
 

 
Step 2: Present what you have learned to your group. Decide as a group if the 

Reconstruction era marked a period of progress or decline in racial equality for African 

Americans? Use evidence to support your argument. Write/draw your answer on chart 

paper. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIC8ifQlDVY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEKiw7LPvw


Instructions for Group Investigating African-Americans’ experience: 
 
Step 1: Divide roles up and investigate different pieces of evidence. 
 
INVESTIGATOR 1: 
Read through the following Document (PSD 4.3) and answer the following questions. 
According to the author, what do Southern Whites feel threatened by> 
How does the author encourage White Southerners to respond to the Civil Rights Bill of 1875? 
 
INVESTIGATOR 2: 
Read through the following Document (PSD 4.4) and answer the following questions. 
How does the author (Mary Platt) describe the “Problem of the Negro?”’ 
What did the author say was the only thing saving women and children from the “Problem of the 
Negro?”’ Why do you think this is? 

 
INVESTIGATOR 3: 
Watch the video from the History Channel Documentary “Aftershock” from 0:00-2:27 and 
answer the following questions. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIC8ifQlDVY *note: there is 
a disclaimer at the beginning of the video: it contains depictions of violence and offensive, but 
historically accurate racial epithets. 
 
By 1866, was the Emancipation Proclamation embraced or rejected by White Southerners? 
Name one of the Confederate Paramilitary Groups mentioned in this clip. Does this group still 
exist today? 
 
Step 2: Present what you have learned to your group. Decide as a group if the Reconstruction 
era marked a period of progress or decline in racial equality for White Americans living in the 
Southern States? Use evidence to support your argument. Write/draw your answer on chart 
paper. 


